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Interdisciplinary research:
methodologies for
identification and assessment
The objective of the study behind this report was to compare the consistency
of indicators of ‘interdisciplinarity’ and to identify a preferred methodology. The
outcomes reveal that choice of data, methodology and indicators can produce
seriously inconsistent results despite a common set of disciplines and countries.
This raises questions about how interdisciplinarity is identified and assessed. It
reveals a disconnect between the research metadata analysts typically use and the
research activity they assume they have analysed.The results highlight issues around
the responsible use of ‘metrics’ and the importance of analysts clarifying the link
between any quantitative proxy indicator and the assumed policy target.
Interdisciplinarity is important to discovery and innovation. It becomes more
so as established research disciplines mature (studies from Subramanyam
(1983) onwards). It is also seen to add significant impact to research outcomes
(studies from ABRC (1987) through SUPRC (1997) to King’s College (2015)).
It is therefore important to be able to identify interdisciplinary activity, know
where it occurs and ensure it is properly assessed.
But there is a challenge. Many researchers know interdisciplinarity when they
see it, but not all see the same thing, and that makes life difficult for research
funders and policy makers. An objective consensus method for identification
and eventual quantification is therefore highly desirable. It is tempting to
take a straightforward, purely quantitative approach to mapping connections
between researchers as a measure of interdisciplinarity. However, attempts to
do this (e.g. Elsevier, 2015) prove simplistic and produce results at odds with
qualitative analyses that explore in depth the nature of the interdisciplinary
research landscape (Aldrich, 2014; McLeish and Strang, 2014; Technopolis &
SPRU, 2016) and the challenge of assessing it (Strang and McLeish, 2015).
Studies have long been equivocal as to how interdisciplinary research (IDR)
should be measured (Chubin et al., 1983; Porter and Chubin, 1985), whether
IDR proposals tend to suffer in peer review (e.g. Porter and Rossini, 1985; Rinia
et al., 2001a), and whether IDR does in practice suffer in peer review (e.g. Rinia
et al., 2001b;Van Raan, 2003; Rafols et al., 2012). In the work on which this report
is based, we found a lack of objective consensus in the literature as to the
definition of ‘interdisciplinary’, a deficit that currently impedes efforts towards
incentivising interdisciplinary approaches. Further, from the range of analyses we
carried out, we found that quantitative assessment fails adequately to provide a
consistent account of IDR. Our recommendation is that much greater clarity on
definitions and more nuanced assessment approaches, combining metrics with
peer review and interpretation, are required (see side box).
Present policy research often implicitly assumes that IDR can readily be
identified and tracked. This assumption may have appeared because the use of
research metadata to create informative indices has been successfully applied
in other areas of research management.
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Issues with the lack of
consensus as to what is
deemed ‘interdisciplinary’:
Multiple concepts and
imprecise definitions of
IDR challenge its objective
identification. Most observers
are imprecise about the
aspect (or component) to
which they refer.
Any one piece of research has
many such components (e.g.
people, objectives, activity,
outputs, impacts).
The metadata associated with
these are used to create proxy
indicators - as a more objective
substitute for subjective
observer judgment - that are
inferred to describe the nature
of the research itself.
Each proxy indicator delivers
different insights about the
nature of the research.
The same project may be
indexed as interdisciplinary
for one parameter (say,
departmental affiliations) but
not for another (say, diversity
of references).
The spread of indices we
evaluated delivered results
that were inconsistent, and
sometimes contradictory.
Variance depended on both
the specific dataset and
the application of specific
methodology.
It is essential to consider
a framework for analysis,
drawing on multiple
indicators, rather than
expecting any simplistic index
to produce an informative
outcome on its own.
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Analysis of multiple
data sources and
methodologies reveal not
only inconsistencies but also
conflicts between indicators.

Direct assessment of research activity needs expert judgment, which is costly
and onerous, so proxy indicators based on metadata around research inputs
and outputs are widely used. The widespread use of relative citation counts
to index research impact has created an assumption - wholly untested that similar proxies can be applied legitimately to other research attributes.
Bibliographic analysis alone has been used to relate interdisciplinarity to
national and disciplinary research performance (Elsevier, 2015). The present
report challenges the assumption that this is valid and responsible use of
metrics. Analysis of multiple data sources and methodologies reveal not only
inconsistencies but also conflicts between indicators. We do not adequately
understand what we are measuring if we think all these indicators equally
reflect the disciplinarity of the underlying research.
Our analyses clarified the reality that proxy indicators do not provide direct
information about the interdisciplinary nature of the research itself, only about
the interdisciplinarity of the metadata. For example, Katz and Hicks (1995) long
ago noted the challenge of classifying journal content in a world where journals
have an innate disciplinary focus that guides the content of the articles they
contain. This compromises the value of the data for management purposes and
any management group using such analyses should be made fully aware of this
distinction. However, these analyses are not useless. Although a single definitive
indicator will not usually exist, a more sophisticated ‘framework’ approach to
indexing multiple interdisciplinarity for any one project could be informative, in
tandem with expert review and interpretation for research evaluation.

Methodology
We recognise a distinction between research that brings disciplines together
(multidisciplinary research, MDR) and research that has cross-disciplinary
outcomes (interdisciplinary research, IDR). Our study compared indices of
disciplinarity using metadata associated with (1) inputs (project grants) and
(2) outputs (journal articles) and derived from (A) the multidisciplinary (MDR)
nature of research teams (via address lists) and (B) the interdisciplinary (IDR)
nature of research descriptions (via summary text and reference lists). The
format (Table 1) is a two-way comparison between MDR and IDR analyses
for each data source, and between sources for the MDR/IDR interaction (see
Van den Besselaar and Heimeriks (2001), Technopolis and SPRU (2015) for
related discussions about definitions of IDR, MDR and variant definitions).
A satisfactory index needs information on the variety of disciplines, their
balance (or relative frequency) and their disparity (the ‘distance’ between
them) (Stirling, 2007). Differences in content and structure between data
sources could influence outcomes, so to improve consistency:
•  Analyses focussed on the UK and similar research economies: (1)
Anglophone group: Australia and Canada; and (2) European group: Germany,
the Netherlands and Sweden.
•  A common time period (2004-2013) was used insofar as possible.
• Data were aggregated at a common disciplinary level to ANZSRC divisional
Fields of Research (FoRs: ANZSRC, 2008).
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• In practice, investigator addresses proved too sparse so a third approach,
publication text analysis, was added.
Readers unfamiliar with these data and methodologies may wish to refer to
the main report at this point (see report url in Acknowledgments).
Multidisciplinary
research (MDR)

Interdisciplinary
research (IDR)

Input funding - grant
analyses carried out by
Digital Science

Diversity of departmental
addresses of principal coinvestigators (PIs)

Textual analysis of
project summaries

Output publications article analyses carried
out by Science-Metrix

Diversity of departmental
addresses of co-authors

Categorical analysis of
lists of cited references

Output publications –
article analyses carried
out by Digital Science

Table 1. Summary structure of the
comparative analytical approach. Insufficient
data coverage meant that the analysis of
departmental addresses of co-investigators
on grants could not be completed.

Textual analysis of article
summaries

Results – overall field level
The outcomes described by the indicators listed in Table 1 are inconsistent.
Table 2 summarises MD and ID indices for four analyses at the level of the
ANZSRC Fields of Research (FoRs - ANZSRC, 2008) and for the aggregate
data (i.e. the broadest possible overview using the maximum dataset). More
results are described in the main report and an independent analysis of
citing and cited papers in Nature reveals further disparity where a different
categorical structure is used (Van Noorden, 2015).
Article reference analysis, probably the most widespread analytical approach in
current usage (this was applied here by Science-Metrix to Thomson Reuters
Web of Science data), is used to rank the results in Table 2. The table is a colour
spectrum across banded quartiles of index values (specific values are not shown
since the general lack of consistency suggests they carry spurious precision).
It is important to recognize there is interaction between the choice of data
source, disciplinary variety and the specific outcomes of any analysis, and that
this becomes more problematic for selective data sources: Thomson Reuters
Web of Science data are richer and more fine-grained in science than social
science and humanities; PubMed data are richer in bio-medical fields.
If the analysis is restricted to just the Thomson Reuters Web of Science data,
and if the comparison is restricted to just the UK results and to just the
most recent period, then the lack of consistency between the multidisciplinary
address analysis and the interdisciplinary cited reference analysis becomes
quite clear. Not only is there no statistically significant positive relationship
between the two indices, but in fact the association is slightly but nonsignificantly negative.
In summary, the results are:
• Inequity in analytical coverage and information due to sparse data for articlebased indicators outside STEM subjects.
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Science–Metrix

1.1

Digital Science

Medical & Health Sciences

0.20

0.03

0.07

0.02

Psychology & Cognitive Sciences

0.07

0.04

0.10

0.03

Biological Sciences

0.21

0.07

0.06

0.02

Physical Sciences

0.14

0.08

0.15

0.07

Education

0.06

0.09

0.23

0.15

Commerce, Mgt, Tourism & Services

0.08

0.09

0.12

0.04

Chemical Sciences

0.14

0.10

0.09

0.04

Mathematical Sciences

0.09

0.14

0.15

0.11

Environmental Sciences

0.17

0.16

0.19

0.07

Agricultural & Veterinary Sciences

0.14

0.18

0.13

0.07

Economics

0.05

0.20

0.19

0.08

Engineering

0.11

0.20

0.10

0.06

Earth Sciences

0.15

0.21

0.21

0.16

Studies In Human Society

0.05

0.21

0.10

0.10

Technology

0.17

0.22

0.06

0.04

Language, Communication & Culture

0.00

0.23

0.13

0.21

Studies In Creative Arts & Writing

0.01

0.25

0.15

0.19

Law & Legal Studies

0.02

0.27

0.23

0.19

Information & Computing Sciences

0.09

0.31

0.18

0.13

Philosophy & Religious Studies

0.01

0.34

0.30

0.18

History & Archaeology

0.03

0.40

0.06

0.16

Built Environment & Design

0.07

0.47

0.16

0.27

Table 2. Inconsistency in the relative index
values given by analyses of interdisciplinarity
of research clustered at the level of
ANZSRC Division-level Fields of Research
(FoR). Index values are colour-banded into
quartiles within each indicator set (column):
BLUE denotes lower index values in that set;
RED denotes higher values.

• Negative association between index values for the article address analysis
and the three other analyses.
• Disparities in the correlations between the other analyses. For example:
Both Technology and Language & Culture have extremely varied outcomes.
E nvironmental Sciences is interdisciplinary for article addresses and project
grant text, but mono-disciplinary for article references and abstract text.

UK average interdisciplinarity index

Field of Research

1

0.9

0

0.1

0.2

0.3

Figure 1. UK articles (2008-13) in Thomson Reuters
Web of Science, aggregated at the ANZSCR FoR
Division level.The graph compares the average MDR
author-address index and the average IDR citedreference index for the same pool of articles.The
correlation is non-significant (r2=0.003; data analysis by
Science-Metrix).

UK average multidisciplinarity index

Results – overall country level
The broad overview (Table 2) contains variance between countries. Table
3 summarises the UK’s ID and MD index values relative to the comparator
countries, with Germany as a benchmark in volume and performance on e.g.
citation indicators.
Generally, the UK tends to have a lower ID and MD index than other
countries, though almost invariably a higher index value than Germany, but
in some analyses it is closer to the average of the group. On the whole, UK
index values rise over time, though not for every analysis, but such values
similarly rise for most countries so these changes may in fact be due simply
to universal factors buried in the data. One factor might be collaboration, and
the UK is in fact highly collaborative as noted in the Digital Research Report
on international collaboration trends (Adams and Gurney, 2016)

Contradiction between two indicators does not mean either are invalid. The
central issue that emerges is uncertainty about the connection between
the disciplinary diversity for metadata of associated components and the
disciplinary diversity of the underpinning research activity.

• Project grant text abstracts are a close description of research activity but provide
a limited data-volume for analysis, and full text is not always publicly available.
• O
 utputs (such as articles) contain content, notably reference lists, are ‘tuned’
(or adapted) by authors for specific journals (the same could be true for
some monograph series).
• Article abstracts may better reflect research content than a ‘tuned’ reference
list, but the concordance between article abstracts and article content has
never been examined.
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National average interdisciplinarity index

0.30

• Address diversity may reflect knowledge brought to bear but refers only
indirectly to objectives (e.g. solo researchers can be interdisciplinary;
institutional structures vary).

Sweden
Netherlands
Canada
Australia

0.20

UK
Germany
WORLD

0.10

0.00
2004

2007

Digital Research Reports

2010

2013

Figure 2.The trajectory of rising multidisciplinarity
among author addresses for articles in Thomson
Reuters Web of Science grouped and with average
MD indices at country level (data analysis by ScienceMetrix).
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Research grants text

Other countries

Trend

UK ID index similar to other EU countries
and slightly better than Germany

No trend in EU data

UK ID index lower than Australia and
slightly better than Canada

Slight rise over period in Anglophone data

Article addresses

UK MD index below other countries,
except Germany, but all above world
average

Steadily rising values for all countries over
period

Article reference lists

UK ID index was above other countries
but recently average though always above
Germany

Steadily rising values for all countries over
period

Nature citing and cited analysis

UK ID index higher than Germany but
lower than other countries

N/A

Table 3. Comparison of the MD and ID
index values from different methodologies
and datasets, for the UK compared to
other countries, noting Germany as a
comparator of similar volume and focus.

Table 4. Comparison of the MD and ID
index values from different methodologies
and datasets, for the fields of Biological
Sciences and for Medicine & Health within
the UK compared to other countries,
noting Germany as a comparator of similar
volume and focus.

Results – UK field level
Inconsistency between fields in relative indicator values also arises when the data
are analysed within countries. For example, UK Environmental Sciences index
values are low but rising in Anglophone grant data, but high and erratic in the
sparser EU grant data. Clearly, the specific data sample used for analysis influences
the detailed outcome and it is essential to specify the precise context since no
result can be assumed to be general.
The data across the different comparative approaches are richest, and therefore
most likely to be robust against erratic annual changes and outliers, in the bio/medical
Fields of Research (FoRs). Table 4 reviews the UK’s position in Biological Sciences
and in Medicine & Health.This shows not only inconsistency in relative standing for
these fields compared to other FoRs, but also variation in trend over the period.
Furthermore, a deconstruction of medicine and health in the Nature analysis (Van
Noorden 2015) reveals a disparity in outcome that is buried in the other analyses.

Field ID index results

Trend 2004-2013

Biology and Medicine/Health much lower ID
than other fields

No trend for EU

Article addresses

Biology and Medicine/Health higher MD than
other fields; very similar ranking for Germany

Steadily rising values for all fields
through period

Article reference lists

Biology and Medicine/Health low within main
group around world average

No trend

PubMed article abstracts

Biology and Medicine/Health well below
others at start but less so at end

Most Divisions steady but Biology rising
steadily and Medicine/Health rising slightly

Nature citing and cited analysis

Health high ID relative to other fields but
Clinical Medicine relatively lower

N/A

Research grants text
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Rise in Anglophone data but overall trend
may be due to just ICTS and Environmental
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The influence of data source
and structure
Inconsistency in outcomes for different proxy indicators arise overall (Table
2), between comparator countries (Table 3), and for relative values across
fields (Table 4, Figure 1). Specific variances can be related to individual
datasets and to the choice of categorical structures.The specific datasets used
here each have limitations. However, there is a generic disjunction between
the metadata and the analytical purpose and there are confounding factors
cutting across the analyses that are revealed by further review.

• Associations between ID index values and both category volume and
address count: Article volume is growing globally as are the numbers of
authors, their addresses, and their geographical spread.These variables affect
frequency and disparity and thus interact with the structure of the network
for address analysis. We must infer that the results are compromised until a
more complete statistical analysis can demonstrate otherwise.
• P
 ublication data analysis: The MD index increases with higher paper counts
at category level. Countries with higher MD indices also have more addresses
per paper.The rise of address count with time could account for the observed
rise in MD values.
• Article address analysis: The MD index increases uniformly for all countries
(Figure 2) and for all categories within the UK, Germany and Sweden. Such
evenness may be associated with metadata changes, and requires further
investigation to account for the variance such changes may cause.
• Article reference list analysis: The absolute ID index increases over time
for all countries. There are no temporal changes in relative index values, e.g.
for the UK and Germany, so the overall ID change is a global phenomenon.
The volume of data also grows over time, so the observed increase in index
values may be purely volume driven: further investigation is essential.
• Article reference list analysis also uses a relatively narrow slice of data,
which might capture relative outlier records (albeit at a similar rate for each
country), although tests show that varying the threshold for this slice has
no exceptional influence. However, any narrow slice may tend covertly to
capture or to exclude particular parts of the activity portfolio.
• Data choices made about source (e.g. Anglophone or EU grant data)
and structure (e.g. FoR or NSF biomedical categories) affect outcomes.
Methodological constraints may interact with data use and influence
outcomes: reference lists are matched to an analytical database; match
rates vary by discipline and affect matched data volume; outcomes vary
by country due to journal use; and long reference lists are associated with
higher ID index values (Campbell et al., 2015).
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Conclusions and recommendations
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